
Bring your Congress App to Life. !



We understand a good abstract 
system must be mobile friendly from 
day one. It must be simple to 
consume, share and search for 
content on any device.!
 !
Participants can search for and filter 
both abstracts and posters to find the 
information most relevant to their 
needs. Not only are abstracts easy to 
find, they can be shared through an 
email, online message or whatever 
format is required.!
 !
Participants can search for specific 
words within the abstract to quickly 
find the relevant section.  Abstracts 
can be bookmarked to improve data 
management. !

CONTENT IS KING BIG DATA 

Big Data and Event Apps have formed 
an unholy alliance. !
 !
Thousands of papers and additional 
materials may now all be available in 
one place, but how are your delegates 
going to wade through all of that 
information? !
!
The whole content discovery process 
becomes both frustrating and 
disengaging. Your delegates do not 
have the time to manually search 
through hundreds or thousands of 
sessions, abstracts and ePosters to 
find one that peeks their interest.!
!
SpotMe App features do just this, and 
more, by making content relevant to 
your delegates with engaging and 
innovative features.!



•  Scientific Programme!
•  Browse by Filters!
•  360° Abstracts!
•  ePosters!
•  Faculty List!
•  Participant List!
•  Exhibitor/Industry Profiles!
•  Web App!

•  Messaging between participants!
•  Electronic Business Card Exchange!
•  Live Polling & Q&A!
•  Meeting Requests!
•  Social Media Integration!

•  Industry Offering: !
Generating additional revenue !
using your Congress App!

•  App implementation and best practices!
•  Support throughout the full event lifecycle!
•  Participant management & support!

•  Industry-leading flexibility!
•  Top-class developers to create!

your dream feature for your Congress !
•  ePoster features and concepts!
•  Trending and recommended content!



We have a proven, robust Congress App with the 
most comprehensive and innovative tool suite to 
meet all of the medical associations stakeholders 
requirements, from the delegates to the sponsors 
and exhibitors to the event organisers. !
!

SpotMe is currently the app provider of choice for 
many medical associations’ congresses and 
educational events, creating an engaging, 
interactive and innovative experience at events no 
matter the size. !

Medical Association congresses are large, 
complex affairs with many moving parts that all 
need to run seamlessly. The SpotMe Societies team 
provide proactive support prior to, during and after 
the event to ensure the App meets everyone’s 
requirements all of the time. !


